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Overview

Yomi’s Gate is a tactical, unit-based game in which you lead an army of 
samurai against your opponent. 

The game includes:

Yomi’s Gate is designed for two players and is expected to take between 
15 and 45 minutes per game. 

The game is not recommended for small children, as many small compo-
nents represent a choking hazard.

HOw tO win

There are three ways to win in Yomi’s Gate:

  Stronghold Victory: Capture your opponent’s stronghold by 
moving a unit into it. Each player has a fortress. On each fortress are two 
Training Grounds spaces and one Stronghold space. If you get a unit into 
your opponent’s stronghold, you win. 

 Three prototiles, used to build the map

 Four filler tiles, used to fill in the map’s rough edges

 One torii arch and temple base per faction

 One fortress per faction

 Faction armies with various heroes and army units

Stronghold

Training Grounds
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setUP

Setup in Yomi’s Gate is designed to be fast and painless. There are only 
a few steps before you are ready to play.

 1 Piece the large prototiles together to form the map. The 
interlocking tabs will guide the assembly. They can be etched-side-up  
or etched-side-down so long as they are all the same. 

The recommended configuration is a triangle, but other configurations 
are possible. Note that you can rotate the tiles in any direction to create 
new terrain layouts, changing the map each time.

HOw tO win COntinUed

  Hero Victory: Eliminate all three of your opponent’s hero  
units. In each army are three hero units, including the Shogun, Daimyo, 
and Ninja. These represent the army commanders. You can also win  
by eliminating your enemy’s heroes, thus crippling their command.

  Standing Army Victory: Clear the board of all enemy units.   
Finally, you can win by clearing the board once each player has had at 
least one turn. Without a standing army to defend their stronghold, a  
player is eliminated. 

Note: Fulfilling any victory condition is enough to win, so protect your  
stronghold, use your heroes wisely, and be careful not to lose all of 
your units on the same turn!
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 2 Insert the filler tiles into the empty spaces to smooth out the 
edges of the map. With the triangle configuration you will end up using 
three filler tiles. If you build the map in a straight line, you will use all four.

 

 3 Each player gets a starting prototile, with the third being 
neutral. Decide who gets which tile. A blind decision is recommended, 
but you can also decide with a die roll, coin toss, or fisticuffs. Also  
decide who is going to go first and who is going to play which color.  
This is important to do now. 

 4 The player going first places their fortress anywhere on their 
starting prototile, at least one space inside from the edge of their pro-
totile’s seam, as shown. Make sure to pay attention to the seam of the 
prototile here, not just the edge of the board. After the starting player 
places their fortress, the second player places theirs. Note that fortresses 
completely override all terrain they are placed on, replacing terrain with 
fortress spaces. 

Note: The order here is important. The first player gets a location advan-
tage and the second player gets an information advantage, knowing where 
the first player’s base is going to be.

 5 Place the temple, fitting the torii arch into its base, on the 
center tile of the neutral prototile. Setup is complete and you are now 
ready to play.
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YOUr tUrn

Each turn in Yomi’s Gate consists of three phases: 

 Refresh. Stand up all of your units, if they were flat. This shows that 
your units are ready to act.

 Reinforce. You may bring new units into play. You may bring one 
unit into play from your reserve onto each of your unoccupied Training 
Grounds spaces at your Fortress. On most turns, this means you can 
bring in two new units per turn. 

 The player who goes first can only bring in one unit on their first turn. 

 If you control the Temple and it is unoccupied, you may bring a third unit 
into play as though it were an extra, remote Training Grounds. Note that 
each space may only contain one unit, regardless of if that unit is friendly, 
so try to keep your Training Grounds clear.

 You must bring at least one unit into play if you are able to.

 Action. Lead your units into battle! There is no upper limit on the num-
ber of units you can move each turn, so move all of your units on the board 
if you wish! March on the enemy’s fortress, the temple, or wherever you 
decide to take the fight; the choice is yours. You must move at least one 
unit each turn if you are able to.

Unit MOveMent
Each unit has an energy value. This represents its capacity to move and 
take actions each turn. By default, a unit spends 1 energy to move 1 
space, though this can be affected by terrain and unit types. Units do not 
have to use all of their energy each turn, though it often helps to use as 
much as possible. 

You may move freely past your own units, but you may only move into an 
enemy unit’s space to make a melee attack on that unit. Each space may 
only be occupied by one unit.  If a unit does move into an enemy unit’s 
space, that attack must be resolved before anything else can happen! 

You may only move one unit at a time. If you wish to start taking action 
with another unit, lay the current unit flat to indicate that it is done acting 
for the turn. This also makes it clear which units you’ve moved, so you 
don’t have to remember!
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terrAin & FOrtresses
Terrain is an important part of Yomi’s Gate, as it affects how units can 
move across the battlefield. There are three types of terrain, including 
plains, forests, and mountains. 

Plains do not alter movement in any way. It costs 1 
energy to move through 1 plains space for any unit. 

Forests have no affect on infantry units, though they 
are difficult for cavalry to traverse. Infantry move 
through forests just like plains, but cavalry spend 2 
energy instead of 1 to move into a forest space.  
Remember: All units that involve horses are cavalry. 

Mountains are the most treacherous terrain. Cavalry 
cannot enter mountains at all. Infantry may move 
normally into a mountain space, but their move-
ment ends for the turn if they do. They may still take 
actions, such as performing a melee attack in that 
space, but they may not continue to move. 

The Fortress, or player base, represents a unique 
form of terrain. 

 You may never enter or pass through your own  
     stronghold space, as it is a highly guarded  
     location housing military command. 

 You may move freely through your own training  
     grounds spaces.

 You may only enter the enemy stronghold by  
      first moving into their training grounds, as the  
      stronghold is heavily walled on 4 sides. Doing  
      so ends that unit’s movement for the turn, giving  
      your enemy one turn to prevent you from entering  
      the stronghold. 

 Mountains represent significantly rough terrain,  
     so they have the added effect of hampering  
     ranged attacks, such as an archer’s arrows.  
     Units may not make ranged attacks into or out  
     of mountain tiles. 
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AttACking And Abilities
In addition to spending energy for movement, units also spend energy to 
attack other units. All attacks are fatal, so performing an attack automati-
cally moves the attacked enemy into that player’s graveyard. 

By default, all units may make only one attack per turn. A unit’s turn is  
over when it has either exhausted all of its energy, all of its attacks, or  
earlier if a player chooses to end that unit’s turn before either of those 
things has happened. 

Note: The only exception to this rule is if a unit has abilities with no energy 
cost. These can usually be performed even if a unit is out of energy, out of 
attacks, or both.

There are three types of attacks in Yomi’s Gate, corresponding to differ-
ent unit types and ranges. 

  Melee (1 energy) attacks are the default attack. They cost 1  
energy. In order to perform a melee attack, a unit must move into an  
enemy unit’s space, then spend the necessary energy to make an attack. 
A melee attack is also considered a “range 0” attack. 

  Cavalry (0 energy) have a special kind of melee attack, as they 
can perform a cavalry charge. A cavalry attack is just like a melee attack, 
only it costs no extra energy to perform; simply moving into the enemy’s 
space is enough to eliminate the enemy unit. Remember, however, that 
cavalry are slowed down by forests and may never enter mountains; use 
these terrain characteristics to your advantage!

  Ranged (2 energy) attacks are long-distance attacks, such as 
with arrows, pikes, or shuriken. Ranged attacks cost 2 energy, unless oth-
erwise specified. “Range” refers to the number of spaces away an attack 
can strike. Range must also obey line of sight, following a path that does 
not include mountains or stronghold spaces. 

Here is an example of how range and line of sight work. Remember that 
you cannot make ranged attacks into mountain spaces and that moun-
tains also obstruct line of sight. 

Range 1

Range 2

Cannot make a ranged attack 
into this space from here.
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AttACking And Abilities COntinUed 
Besides attacks, some units have special abilities. For details on special 
abilities, see the Unit Roster. Make sure you know your unit abilities before 
going into battle so that you can make the best use of them! 

Capturing the Temple is considered a special ability that any unit may per-
form. Any unit may, while standing on the temple space, spend 1 energy 
to capture the temple for that unit’s owner. Doing so immediately gives 
control of the temple, regardless of who previously controlled it, if any. 
Holding the temple is important, as controlling it at the beginning of the 
turn allows you to bring in an extra unit as though the temple were a third 
training grounds space. 

Unit tUrn exAMPles
 A samurai unit has 4 energy. There is nothing to attack, so it can move 
up to four spaces spending one energy per space. 

 A samurai unit has 4 energy. It uses two energy to move spaces, but 
then has to stop moving because it reached a mountain space. Note that 
if the mountain were occupied by an enemy, the samurai would have had 
enough energy (1) to perform a melee attack and defeat that enemy. 
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Unit tUrn exAMPles COntinUed 

 A mounted samurai has 6 energy. It spends four to cross a plains tile, 
a forest tile, and another plains tile. It defeats the enemy on the second 
plains tile with a cavalry charge that costs zero energy. Its turn is over 
because it is out of attacks and has no free abilities. 

 An archer has 4 energy. It spends one to move one space and then 
spends two more to perform a ranged attack. Normally its turn would be 
over, but since the archer can move and attack in any order it spends a 
fourth energy to move one more space back to where it started its turn. 

tUrn Overview
Players first refresh all of their units that were already on the board at the 
beginning of the turn. After this, they bring in new units via their train-
ing grounds. Players may then take actions with any or all of their units, 
including units that were already on the board and units that have just 
entered play from the reserve.

Units may move across the board, obeying the rules for terrain, and may 
use abilities or make attacks. Units are laid flat to indicate when they are 
finished acting for the turn. 
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Unit rOster
There are seven unit types in the Samurai Legion faction, including three 
unique heroes and four basic units. 

Units are described as follows:

Unit Name (Energy, Type of Attack(s), Other Characteristics)  
xQuantity in Each Army

 Abilities and Description 

Note that all units are infantry unless otherwise stated as being cavalry. 

Samurai (4 energy, Melee) x6

 Samurai have no special abilities except their strength in numbers.

Archers (4 energy, Ranged 1-2) x3

 Archers may attack twice per turn. Archers may move and attack  
     in any order. 

Pikemen (5 energy, Melee, Ranged 1) x3

 Pikemen may use melee or ranged attacks. 

 If a Pikeman is eliminated by a cavalry unit, immediately destroy the  
     cavalry unit as well.

Mounted Samurai (6 energy, Cavalry) x4

 Mounted Samurai have no special abilities except the standard  
     cavalry charge. 

Ninja (4 energy, Melee, Hero) x1

 Before your reinforcement phase begins, target one of your samurai  
      units on the board. The Ninja enters play on that space, replacing  
      the samurai. Move the replaced samurai to one of your empty  
      training grounds spaces or the Temple if you control it and it is  
      unoccupied. If there are no empty spaces for the replaced samurai,  
      return it to your reserve. 

 Once per turn, the Ninja may make a Ranged 1 attack. This attack  
      costs no energy and does not end the Ninja’s turn. 

Daimyo (5 energy, Melee, Hero) x1

 The Daimyo may not be attacked with ranged attacks. 

 If the Daimyo is eliminated by a melee attack, immediately destroy 
      the attacking unit as well. 

Shogun (7 energy, Cavalry, Hero) x1

 The Shogun may attack twice per turn. 

 The Shogun may not capture the temple. 
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Unit rOster COntinUed
There are seven oni units in Izanami’s Alliance, as well, including Izanami 
herself. Like the samurai, there are three heroes and four standard units. 

Ishi no Oni, Demon of Stone (4 energy, Melee) x4

 Immune to ranged attacks

Hono no Oni, Demon of Flame (5 energy, Ranged 1) x3

 May spend 3 energy to make 2 consecutive Ranged  
     1 attacks. Destroy Hono no Oni.

Hakai no Oni, Demon of Destruction (4 energy, Melee) x3

 If Hakai no Oni is destroyed by a melee attack, destroy  
     the attacking unit.

Densen no Oni, Demon of Contagion (5 energy, Cavalry) x4

 Destroy Densen no Oni to make a ranged 1-2 attack.  
     This counts as Densen’s attack for the turn. 

Arashi no Oni, Demon of Storms (5 Energy, Melee, Hero) x1

 Ignores terrain, treating all terrain as plains.

 Once per turn, destroy any friendly unit to make a  
     ranged 1-2 attack. This does not count as Arashi  

     no Oni’s attack for the turn. 

Kagutsuchi (5 Energy, Cavalry, Hero) x1

 Ignores the cavalry movement penalty for forests.

 May attack an unlimited number of times per turn. 

Izanami (5 Energy, Melee) x1

 When Izanami destroys an enemy unit, target a  
     non-hero unit in that player’s reserve. Move that unit  
     to that player’s graveyard. 

 Once per turn, spend 2 energy to make a ranged 1-2 attack.
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strAtegY
 The first turn is critical! You can lose the game on your first turn, so  
     make sure to keep at least one of your units out of harm’s way. 

 Pay attention to the temple and control it if you can. The advantage of  
     controlling the temple isn’t immediately powerful, but a player who  
     controls the temple uncontested can often control the rest of the board  
     in just a few turns.

 Use your heroes wisely. Sometimes keeping a hero in reserve is better  
     than having that hero on the board, as the possibilities are often more  
     threatening than realities. Further, losing all three of your heroes is  
     automatic defeat. Only use one if you have to!

 Try your best to support the units you bring onto the field. If your  
     opponent can defeat one of your units, make sure you have a backup  
     unit ready to strike back! This is called the Chain of Attrition and  
     mastering it is one of the keys to victory. 

FreQUentlY Asked QUestiOns

Q: An enemy is standing on the temple space. Can I attack them and  
    capture the temple at the same time?

A: Not usually, no. Entering an enemy-occupied space causes a melee  
    attack to be resolved immediately and most units only have one attack,  
    so the unit’s turn would be over before it could capture the temple. One  
    could, however, make clever use of archers to clear the temple first,  
    then capture it with another unit…

Q: Can I move through my own fortress?

A: Yes! You may never enter your own stronghold space since it’s sacred  
    ground, but you can treat your own training grounds spaces the same  
    way you’d treat a plains space. 

Q: Is there any way to kill the Daimyo without losing my own unit?

A: No. The Daimyo is a tough hero. 

Q: If I don’t use all of a unit’s energy, can I save the rest for my next turn? 

A: No, a unit’s energy resets every turn. Energy not spent is lost. 

Q: Can the Ninja target any of my units on the board?

A: No. The targeted samurai unit refers to the unit type, not the faction. 
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vAriAnt PlAY
“No More Heroes” : To make the game simpler, play without the heroes 
and omit the Hero Victory win condition. 

“To the Last” : For longer games, omit the Standing Army win condition. 

“To the Bitter End” : For even longer games, omit both the Standing Army 
and Hero Victory win conditions, allowing players to win only by capturing 
the enemy stronghold. 

“Crowded Battlefield” : With two copies of the game, combine 6 prototiles, 
4 fortresses, and 2 temples to create a giant board with larger armies. 
Note that this makes the game dramatically longer. 

“Counterbalance” : Instead of placing your own base at the beginning of 
the game, you place your opponent’s base. The player who places first 
takes the first turn once the game starts.

COntACt
Jake Vander Ende
Owner of Spriteborne
Jake.VanderEnde@gmail.com
www.Spriteborne.com
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